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OVERALL ASSESSMENT (provided in English, Czech, or Slovak): 
 
 

Summary: 
Work provides interesting insights into concepts of rationallity, as developed by several economists 
who may be considered key authors in liberal thinking. Author demonstrates ability to work well with 
broad literature, critically interpret it and to express complex ideas in consistent and understandable 
manner. 
The overall quality of the work is well above standards, and I suggest the grade excellent. 
 
 
Major issues: 

1. Crucial point made in chapter 5.2.2 seems quite harsh. In simplified version it says that 
limiting individual freedom is  plausible within realms of decision making, where individual is 
not fully able to decide rationally (his decisions may be to some extent governed by 
‘automatic cycle‘ ). This seems to be claimed valid even under Hayek’s framework, which I 
beleive is wrong. For Hayek, spontaneously emerging institutions are the very natural tools 
that overcome problems connected with limited rationality. Hence limited rationality alone 
may hardly justify interference with individual freedom, as it might not only be harmful to 
him, but more importantly – it might prevent natural emegence of institution solving the 
same problem without limiting freedoom. 
The issue is further adressed in chapter 6.6, however still with stress on importance of 
individual rationality as necessity for evolution of institutions. I admit I am not fully familiar 
with Hayek’s argumentation in given book, however by judging from his other works I tend to 
challenge such interpretation. His very notion of evolution of institutions hints that the 
process is rather random than rational. Hayek often claims that their spontaneous evolution 
(both emergence and dissolution) has hardly anything to do with individual rationality. For 
him, a habit (‘automatic cycle‘) which causes sub-optimal results, such as discussed fallacies 
of rationality, will be simply washed away – as it causes clear disadvantage to its followers. If 
these consist majority of population, so be it. In the end, Hayek would argue, people will 
either overcome their irrationality (and become resistant to advertisement bias or other 
fallacies of their rationality, as they get increasingly exploited by market players), or be 
surpassed by those who can.  
From this view, the constant struggle described in 6.7 is simply a natural evolutionary 
process. There is no need to stress that Hayek would possibly strongly object against its 
regulation. I’m far from agreeing with such position, however in thesis like presented one it 
should perhaps be developed into greater detail. 

 
2. Question which seems to be avoided by the paper, which would certainly be subject to 

critique from modern liberal is: who should be the making decisions instead of irrational 
individual? And on what basis? The question of “good“ and “prefferable“ outcomes are 
certainly possibly  answerable by Mill and Bentham. But for Hayek, who is much more keen 
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on taste/moral relativism? The question is certainly adressed while proposing the 
punishment and reward system, and its scheme might make the work more complete.  

 
 
Minor issues: 
 

1. Cite. Try to separate yours and other author’s ideas if possible. For example large parts of 
chapter 1.2 are generally attributed to liberal thinkers or their criticists. Name your sources, 
even if you do not quote them directly. 

 
2. Several times you stress division of paper into three parts, but the structure of paper does 

not reflect this – as it divides first part into several chapters, but the other two parts are 
compacted in single chapter. It might increase clarity if paper structure was consistent with 
how you describe it.  

 
3. Paper claims (p2) to use words liberty and freedom as synonyms. Use of single word (at least 

in each individual chapter) might perhaps produce less elegant text, however its clarity would 
be higher. Arbitrary switching between the two (for example on p9 – liberty per se and 
freedom per se) just confuses reader. 
 
Similarly, alternating identification of human being as decision maker, individual,member of 
society, agent, party (examples drawn from p21-22) makes sense only to some extent and 
might be reduced. 

 
4. (p11) when quoting Mill, the interpretation stands that he admits a higher priority to 

freedom than he does to prosperity. This statement assumes that by greater good of human 
freedom Mill means only freedom per se, and not greater good brought by human freedom 
in broader sense.  This should be verified and perhaps documented by further evidence, as 
this is quite strong interpretation of Mill. 

 
5. (p12) It is a very vague statement but it indicates what Mill’s view on usury in the traditional 

meaning would be. Scientific paper is no place to talk in riddles, not even simple ones. I like 
the idea of boosting readers attention (worked in my case), but you still should provide 
correct answer in the end. 

 
6. (p12) It is not freedom, to be allowed to alienate his freedom. I admit I do not understand the 

distinction between alienating own freedom and signing any contract (which inherently 
reduces my freedom as well – such as loan contract). Which might not be problem of thesis 
but of original text.. 

 
7. In chapter 2.4 it is not very clear, what you mean by simplicity. From the context it seems 

that it does not stand for abstract property (simplicity of law? contracts?), but for people 
unable to assess contract terms. When quoting like that, couple of clarifications would 
improve readability. 
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8. In abstract you mention comparison of liberal ideas with findings of modern economics, yet 
few lines later,  the modern economic shrinks just to behavioral economics branch, setting 
aside all other branches of moder mainstream. Do not promise to reader what he is not 
going to get. 

 
9. Compare: 

(present theories) sum up the thoughts and beliefs of dozens of thinkers gathered over 
centuries and  resent them in elegant packages of axioms, explanations and recipes. .. (we 
need to) look for their original assumptions and inner lines of reasoning .. by avoiding it, we 
increase the danger of ideologies degenerating into bunches of theorems that are either to be 
taken or left; trusted or distrusted. (p1)  
There is nothing wrong with accepting the beliefs established by the great spirits of the 
history, there comes a time, however, when they should be confronted with later findings 
and, in case of need, reworked. (p1) 
On one hand you argue that old ideas need to be revised, on other hand you pledge to dig 
for original reasoning, that might be buried beneath consequent theories of later scholars. 
Both approaches make sense at some time, however combining them nearly equals to „we 
have to take into account everything that was once wrtitten“ which is barely sensible 
approach. 

10. friend and teacher (p9) – either there should be a plural, or you should name the persons 
directly. 

 
SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see below):  
 

CATEGORY POINTS 

Literature                     (max. 20 points) 20 

Methods                      (max. 30 points) 25 

Contribution                 (max. 30 points) 25 

Manuscript Form         (max. 20 points) 20 

TOTAL POINTS         (max. 100 points) 90 

GRADE                          (1 – 2 – 3 – 4) 1 
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES AND SCALE: 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature. The author 
quotes relevant literature in a proper way. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  
 
 
METHODS: The tools used are relevant to the research question being investigated, and adequate to the author’s level of 
studies. The thesis topic is comprehensively analyzed.  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
CONTRIBUTION:  The author presents original ideas on the topic demonstrating critical thinking and ability to draw 
conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and empirics. There is a distinct value added of the thesis. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 

MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is well structured. The student uses appropriate language and style, including academic 
format for graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables and disposes with a complete bibliography. 
  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  

 
 
Overall grading: 

 
TOTAL POINTS GRADE   

81 – 100 1 = excellent = výborně 

61 – 80 2 = good = velmi dobře 

41 – 60 3 = satisfactory = dobře 

0 – 40 4 = fail = nedoporučuji k obhajobě 

 


